Speaker Excellence Awards – 2017 Annual Meeting and Exposition
Awarded at POWERUp18 – San Antonio, TX

Silver Medal Sessions

Wayne Bowers
• An Administrators Guide to IBM i Access Client Solutions
• IBM i Access Client Solutions Real Life Examples

Alison Butterill
• IBM i in Business around the World

Charles Guarino
• From STRDBG to RDi
• From STRPDM to RDi
• The ABCs of RDi Shortcuts

Raymond Johnson
• Are You Secure? Are You Monitoring the IBM i Audit Journal?

Gary Konicek
• IBM PowerVM VIOS Planning and Best Practices
• Virtual IO Server (VIOS) - Configure Your Virtual Networking

Pete Massiello
• What You Need to Know to Successfully Upgrade to 7.3, 7.2 and 7.1

Brian May
• Data Structures and Data Structure Arrays: Making Them Work for You

Dawn May
• Manage Work Better with Better Work Management

James Oberholtzer
• BRMS: The First Step to a Successful Recovery

Mark Olson
• Power Systems Chips and Servers Overview

Trevor Perry
• Promoting the Future and Value of IBM i to Your Business Executives

Matt Staddler
• This Way for HA

Jeffrey Uehling
• Best Practices for IBM i Security

Steve Will
• IBM i in Business around the World
Bronze Medal Sessions

Aaron Bartell
  • Employment Insurance (Intro to Node.js)
  • What Programmers Say for $500 (WebSockets, Node.js, IBM i and Watson)

Rob Bestgen
  • Db2 for i SQL Routines (Triggers, Functions and Procedures) Overview

Larry Bolhuis
  • Daily Care and Feeding of IBM i

Wayne Bowers
  • My Emulator Is Better than Your Emulator

Monty Chicola
  • Open Source Code (Sencha) a Win on IBM i

Rich Diedrich
  • The RPG Programs Used by Madoff

Scott Forstie
  • Db2 for i – Row and Column Access Control
  • Hidden Gems of IBM i
  • Securing Sensitive Data in Db2 for i
  • SQL for the Security Officer

Jesse Gorzinski
  • Overview of Open Source on IBM i

Scott Klement
  • Three Approaches to Web with RPG

Gary Konicek
  • Virtual IO Server (VIOS) Install and Configuration

Pete Massiello
  • HMC, IBM i, FSP & Firmware: Putting All the Pieces Together

Brian May
  • Variable Scoping in RPG

Dawn May
  • Hidden Gems of IBM i

James Oberholtzer
  • BRMS Graphical User Interface

Tim Rowe
  • Learn to Fly with RDi – Latest and Greatest
Steve Will
  • IBM i 7.3 Overview
  • The IBM i Architecture – Overview & Evolution

Steven Wolk
  • SQL Easy as MAGIC!

Carol Woodbury
  • Best Practices for the IBM i Security Administrator

Best New Session

Alison Butterill and Steve Will
  • IBM i in Business around the World

Best Lab

Wayne Bowers
  • Hands-on with IBM i Access Client Solutions

Best New Speaker

Monty Chicola
  • Open Source Code (Sencha) a Win on IBM i